How to Connect TWO Earbuds?
Step 1. Turn On one earbud by pressing the K button for 3 secs
until the light flashes red and blue.
Step 2. Turn On the other earbud by pressing the K button for 3
secs until the light also flashes red and blue.
Step 3. Both earbuds will automatically pair and the light on one
will flash blue. If you don’t see the blue light, press two times the
K button on one earbud to create first time pairing (both earbuds
will always pair automatically after this when you turn them On).
Step 4. Turn On the Bluetooth on your phone and select
KUAIFIT TWS from the list (if you see two KUAIFIT TWS devices
on the list, remove both, close Bluetooth and open it again).

How to Connect ONE Earbud?
Step 1. Press the K button on one earbud for 3 secs until it
flashes red and blue.
Step 2. Turn On your phone’s Bluetooth and select KUAIFIT
TWS from the list.

How to Operate the Earbuds?
- Turn Earbuds On or Off: Press the K button for 3 seconds.
- Play or Pause Audio: Press the K button.
- Next Song/Interval: Press the K button twice.
- Answer or End Call: Press the K button.
- Charge: Insert the USB cable supplied inside both earbuds and
connect to a power supply. Lights flash red while charging.

How to Access Free Training Plans?
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Step 1. Download the KUAIFIT PERSONAL TRAINING mobile
app from Google Play or App Store.
Step 2. Create a new account using promo code: PKLDTFST
Step 3. Download unlimited training plans to your phone app.
Step 4. Connect your earbuds to your phone by Bluetooth and
listen to voice-guided training plans and music.

How to Resolve Issues?
- Make sure both earphones are charged.
- If you can only hear audio from one earbud, you need to make
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sure both earbuds are paired correctly by following Steps 1-4 of
the “How to Connect TWO Earbuds” this user manual.
- If connection between right and left earbuds gets intermittent,
position both earbuds closer to each other for a few seconds.
- If an earbuds fall of your ears during exercise, make sure you
change to a larger eartip size to achieve a tighter fit.
- Access the FAQ section at www.kuai.fit/fqa
- Contact Customer Support on contact@kuai.fit

